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Abstract: This paper concentrates on the design and implement of the grid system for study

of adaptive job scheduling algorithm based on GridSim. The common problems of job

scheduling in grid system like heterogeneous of jobs, resources and dynamic an arrival time

of new jobs significantly changes, can be deal with this solution. The idea behind the adaptive

job scheduling algorithm is the hybrid algorithms that consist of Ant Colony Optimization

(ACO) and Tabu algorithms. Additionally, the provided common information from Grid

Information Service (GIS) and an arrival new job are calculated by Fuzzy C-Means (FCM)

algorithm in order· to evaluate the current status of resources and groups of arrival jobs.

Moreover, both dynamic and static information are handled by the solution. In static case, the

resource information such as a number of CPUs of a machine, CPU speed, a number machine

in the grid system is significantly known in advance while dynamic information like the

arrival jobs that are submitted to the system any time during simulation. In the results, this

paper shows the comparison results between the adaptive job scheduling algorithms and the

traditional algorithms.

Keywords: Ant Colony Optimization algorithm, Tabu algorithm, Fuzzy C-Means algorithm,

Grid Information Service, online job, Adaptive scheduling algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computation Grid technologies [I] are a new trend and appear as a next generation of the

distributed heterogeneous system. It combines physical dynamic resources and various
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applications. Currently, it is a great potential technology that leads to the effective utilization

of the resources. In particular, the complex problems such as scientific, engineering and

business need to utilize the huge resources and the performance potential of computation grid.

Therefore, the performance of grid system is the key to success. Scheduling is the main point

behind these successes.

Effective job scheduling in grid requires to model grid resources and computation

requests of jobs, determine the current workload of each grid nodes, and evaluate the

execution time of job before allocating to appropriate resource as well. The goals are to

achieve the best performance and load balancing across the different domain system.

However, when applying those methods to grid environment, the results often happen to be

poor performance within heterogeneous grid resources. Whereas, grid environment is open

and dynamic, the jobs often arrive at grid in various load and types. For instance, the

scheduling needs time slot to schedule a job within various workloads. Hence, the adaptive

grid scheduling is the desired algorithm to handle different jobs workload and also various

load of grid resources. One of the most important methods of a Grid Resources Management

System (GRMS) is currently capable to allocate jobs to grid resources. The realistic grid

system, it is usually be impossible for users and grid system administrators to manually find

and specifY all the needed grid resources during the arrival of jobs in fact. In the dynamic

nature of grid, the various load of grid resources availability can constantly change at the

moment. Therefore, the requirement of an automatic method to allocate jobs to grid resources

is a critical. This method is generally provided by scheduler. Typically, it is difficult to

achieve this point because the scheduling problem is defined as NP-hard problem [2] and it is

not trivial.

Traditional and heuristic scheduling algorithms [1, 3-5] are often proposed in

heterogeneous computing environment. These algorithms focus on explicit constraints and

static information of system load to schedule jobs. The dynamic grid environment, the system

workload of each grid nodes cannot be determined in advance. Therefore, grid scheduling

desires an adaptive scheduling algorithm.

The motivation of this paper is to develop a grid scheduling algorithm that can

perform efficiently and effectively in terms of grid efficiency, make-span time and job

tardiness. Not only does it improve the overall performance of the system but it also adapts to

the dynamic grid system. First of all, this paper proposes an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)

algorithm to find the optimal resource allocation of each job within the dynamic grid

environment. Secondly, Tabu search algorithm is used to adjust performance of grid system

because online jobs are often submitted to grid system. Third, the simulation of the

experiment is presented. This simulation is an extension of GridSim [6] toolkit version 4.0,

which is a popular discrete-event simulator and grid scheduling algorithm. The simulator
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defines the different workload of resources, the arrival time of independent jobs, the size of

each job, the criteria of a scheduler, etc. Finally, this paper discusses about this idea for

dynamic grid environment within fully controlled conditions [7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the literature review is

presented. Section 3 describes the Grid simulation, job scheduling design, and briefly

illustrates how to implement an Adaptive intelligent scheduling system into GridSim toolkit

simulator. Section 4 illustrates the experiment set and the comparison between this solution

and the other algorithms. Section 5 concludes the paper. Finally, Section 6 suggests the

future works.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In the past few years, researchers have proposed scheduling algorithms for parallel system l8

12]. However, the problem of grid scheduling is still more complex than the proposed

solutions. Therefore, this issue attracts the interest of the large number of researchers [3, 13

16].

Current system [17] of grid resource management was surveyed and analyzed based

on classification of scheduler organization, system status, scheduling and rescheduling

policies. However, the characteristics and various techniques of the existing grid scheduling

algorithms are still complex particularly with extra components.

At the present time, job scheduling on grid computing aims not only to fin~ an

. optimal resource to improve the overall system performance but also to utilize the existing

resources more efficiently. Recently, many researchers have been studied several works on

job scheduling on grid environment. Those studies are the popular heuristic algorithms, which

have been developed, are min-min [5], the fast greedy [5], tabu search [5], Genetic algorithm

[18] and an Ant System [4].

The heuristic algorithms proposed for job scheduling in [5] and [4] rely on static

environment and the expected value of execution times. Whereas, [18] proposed Genetic

algorithm based on static jobs and static load of each node, while the realistic grid

environment, in which the system load of grid nodes always change during the deployment of

jobs in fact.

H. Casanova et al. [19] and R. Baraglia et al. [201 proposed the heuristic algorithms to

solve the scheduling problem based on the different static data, for example, the execution

time and system load. Unfortunately, all of information such as execution time and workload

cannot be determined in advance of dynamic grid environments.

In 1999, the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) meta-heuristic was proposed by

Dorigo, Di Cam and Gambardella, which has been successfully used to solve many NP-
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problem, such as TSP, job shop scheduling, etc. In the past few years, several researchers

proposed solutions to solve grid scheduling problem [21] by using ACO.

Several studies have been trying to apply ACO for solving grid scheduling problem.

Z. Xu et al. [22] proposed a simple ACO within grid simulation architecture environment and

used evaluation index in response time and resource average utilization. E. Lu et al. [23] and

H. Van et al. [24] also proposed an improved Ant Colony algorithm, which could improve the

performance such as job finishing ratio. However, they have never used the various

evaluation indices to evaluate their algorithm.

The ACO becomes very popular algorithm to apply for solving grid scheduling problem.

However, most of the mentioned algorithms were not taken into consideration some

evaluation indices, for example, grid efficiency, makespan time, average waiting time and

total tardiness time that has been shown in [25].

3. GRID SIMULATOR AND JOB SCHEDULING DESIGN
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3.1 GRID SIMULATION ARCHITECTURE

The grid environment is a complex heterogeneous system consisting of many organization

domains or site in which no one has full control of all available resources and grid

applications Gobs). For this reason, the simulation of these systems is complicated. The

simulator presented in this research is based on GridSim [6] and [7]. It also extends internal

entities to more complex requirements. Additionally, the architecture is comprised the

distributed grid nodes, local schedulers with local queues, and grid Meta-scheduler system

with grid queue and job dispatcher. Moreover, the main idea behind an adaptive intelligent

scheduling system comprised the clustering of job and grid resource, scheduling algorithm

with rescheduling algorithm is proposed within this simulator.

In this model, the layer of all simulation is depicted in Fig I. The users can register

any time in the grid environment, after that they are able to submit jobs to the grid

environment. The submitted jobs are received at the Receiver side. The receiver side is to

automatically submit the selected jobs to the Adaptive Intelligent Scheduling System. Where,

the receiver has the function to maintain the job work load, user name, etc. Similarly, the

registration of distributed system is required in grid system in order to be grid resources and

their information are gathered at Grid Information Service (GIS). At the Meta-Scheduling

System, all of the static and dynamic information about the system state in the grid system

such as CPU speed, CPU load, number of CPUs in the grid resources, etc. has been collected

at the Grid Information Service (GIS). This process is similar to GRIS (Grid Resource

Information Server) registering with GUS (Grid Index Information Server) in Globus toolkit

[6]. Their information is then used to calculate the optimal resources for processing the job.

Therefore, the function of the Grid Information Service (GIS) is to maintain and update the

status of the grid resources. For each site, the sensor updates the local information by first

querying the local information system and then updating their owner information in GIS. For

dynamic information about current state of the system, is usually changed and needs for

updating each state change in GIS, for example an amount of executing job on CPUs and

waiting in the grid queue and also a number of free CPUs are calculated based on their

information. Moreover, the expected time complete of each job in the system is estimated.

Therefore, this model develops the mechanism as the Evaluation Resource Performance

Method to notifY and their information are used for making scheduling decision, that is, GIS

is extended in order to prepare each significant resource states information. As the local

policy, it is applied to each machine that defines their access rights. This policy is applied

through a local resource management system for example.

Before allocated the job to availably proper grid resource, the job is calculated to the

group based the similar degree of job characteristics by applying the Intelligent Job
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Characteristics Clustering Group Module. At the same time, each grid resource as machine is

grouped based the similar degree of its characteristics by applying the Resource Information

Management and Knowledge Discover Module. In this module, the important current

information state of each grid node is provided by GIS and also provided by the Evaluation

Resource Performance Method. Once, the job and grid node have been already grouped after

that the job is allocated to availably proper grid node by the Adaptive Intelligent Scheduling

Module. The mechanism is the job allocated to grid node based its group, for example the

light job load should be executed in low performance of grid node, and in contrast, the heavy

job load should be executed in high performance of grid node as well. Whenever, the grid

queue is not empty, that is, some grid node that has been assigned for the new submitted job

is processing the job and have no enough time slot for new submitted job from grid queue.

Therefore, rescheduling method is proposed based the current information state of the grid

node to solve this issue.

The purpose of a Job Dispatcher is to deliver jobs to a selected grid resource which jobs are in

grid queue. The assumption is a close affinity between GIS and grid resources information.

Moreover, Meta-Scheduling system gathers the local schedule information via GIS for

making schedule decision. In fact, the job stays in the local queue before beginning execution

on the local system and the job is computed based on the local scheduling policy. The purpose

of a job dispatcher is to deliver jobs to a selected resource. Finally, all ideas mentioned above

are the support evidence of this simulator and including the Adaptive Intelligent SchedIJling

System.

3.2 UML diagram of Grid Simulation Model

In this simulation, each simulated system such as grid resources, Meta-scheduler and users,

that interacts with each other is referred to as an entity. An entity operates in parallel in its

own thread. In Fig 3, it shows the class relationship among each other, the specification of

each class comprises three parts: name, attributes, and methods. In the class diagram,

attributes and methods are prefixed with characters '+' and '-' show access modifiers public

and private respectively. The simulation implements the following classes.

G) class InitialSetup: it is main class for the starting of this simulation, !Jerforming the

whole experiment and gathering the results at the end. It generates initial parameter values

and all entities such as grid resources, Metascheduler and users by applying from the method

createGridResource and createJobSubmissionSystem. In createGridResource method, it

creates grid resource and its properties. In this simulation, a machine and its properties such

as system architecture, Operating System (OS), time zone, and local policy (time or space

shared) are generated to form a resource. Moreover, each grid resource contains one or more
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machines within its properties. Similarly, a machine contains one or more PEs (Processing

Elements or CPUs) within the same MIPS rating. Upon creating an entity with a specified the

centralized scheduler, this class creates a new instance of the Metascheduler class in order to

maintain all arrived jobs, grid resources status and to perfonn the Adaptive Intelligent

Scheduling system. As createJobSubmissionSystem method, its function generates the jobs

within its characteristics by creating a new instance ofJobSubmissionSystem class.

G) class GridResource: it is provided by GridSim class. The simulation creates a new

instance of GridResource class in order to simulate a resource with its properties. The

properties of a resource are defined by the entity of ResourceCharacteristics class, while a

collection of machines is simulated by an instance of MachineList class. In addition,

ResourceCalendar class implements a mechanism to support modeling a local load on grid

resource, in which the load of each grid resource may vary according to time zone, time,

weekends, and holidays. Besides, each GridResource entity contains only one local scheduler

of type AllocPolicy class. In this simulation, the GridResource only acts as an interface

between users and local scheduler, while AdvancedPolicy class inherited from AllocPolicy

class is implemented in order to handle local scheduler and to process submitted jobs.

Currently, GridSim has TimeShared and SpaceShared classes for a specific resource-based

system. These are also inherited from AllocPolicy class and they are implemented by Round

Robin and First Come First Serve (FCFS) approaches respectively. In order to simulate the

real grid system and the allocation policy for each computational node, therefore, the simple

specific resource-based system in AdvancedPolicy class exactly like as First Come First Serve

(FCFS) is implemented to manage the local queue in the local scheduler. For AdvancedPolicy

class mechanism, each job is allocated to one Processing Element (PE). If each job requires

more than one PE, consequently the local scheduler waits until these PEs are available. The

job is returned as FAILED status, the number of available PEs less than the job requirement

as shown in Fig 2. In addition, the bodyO method is implemented to handle events

communication. That is, it is automatically invoked during operated the grid resource because

it is expected to be responsible for internal events communication in AdvancedPolicy entity

and also sends the events to the other entities.

Compufational Node l

Local
Queue

Computl1lional Moor!

Local
Queur

Compillational Nodt
lll

Lonl
Queue

Fig 2: A local queue model for each Computational Node is implemented by AdvancedPo/icy class in

GridResource class.
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G) class MetaScheduler: this class inherited from GridSim class is implemented in order to

maintain all arrived jobs, to currently calculate all grid resources status such as the number of

available CPUs, and their rating and to perform the Adaptive Intelligent Scheduling system. It

receives job object (GridletInjo object) from JobSubmissionSystem entity. The MetaScheduler

is implemented in centralized scheduler, therefore it gathers information and access to all

available grid resources in the system. That is, its function is the selection of the appropriate

resource for the job based on all current grid resources status. Using these scheduler

algorithms and also the current jobs information, in execution the centralized scheduler is able

to approximate various parameters of the current status of scheduler, for example makespan

time, expected finish time of the jobs in each grid resource and expected tardiness time before

their execution and completion in grid resource. In this research, the Adaptive Intelligent

Scheduling system is implemented to determine where to send the job object by applying

Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), and Tabu Search (TS) algorithms.

Within these algorithms, they are depicted detail in the next section. The method, namely,

bodyO is responsible to handle the events communication among MetaScheduler,

JobSubmissionSystem and AdvancedPolicy entities. In the whole events communication, it is

asynchronous, that is, each entity is no need to wait for completing the sending or receiving

job object. When the appropriate grid resource of the job is selected, the job with the

appropriate grid resource is collected in global queue before sending this job object to

selected grid resource in GridResource entity by applying dispatchJob method. Moreover, the

grid resource information is updated current status when each completed job object sends

back from AdvancedPolicy entity by applying lowerGridletInjoList method in Resourcelnjo

entity.

@ class JobSubmissionSystem: this class inherited from GridSim class is implemented in

order to generate all jobs by applying JobGenerator method. Additionally, it also waits the

completed job object that is sent back from AdvancedPolicy entity. In JobGenerator method,

it creates a new instance of the ComplexGridlet class equal to number of jobs, in which one

ComplexGridlet entity represents one job and its properties such as a job owner, an arrival

time, a release time, a due date time, a size of job and a job requirement of number Processing

Elements (PEs). In checkStartTimeAndSend method, it is used for sending the job object

(Gridletlnfo object) to the MetaScheduler within its current time. Once the completed job

object is sent back from AdvancedPolicy entity, the JobReceiver method is applied to collect

all completed jobs and when the end completed job IS collected, therefore

sumReportsStatistices method is generated in order to summarize all information before

sending information object to InitialSetup entity. Moreover, this bodyO method and the other

bodyO methods are similarly functional in order to handle the events communication.
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G) class ComplexGridlet: this class represents the job and its properties. As its properties, is

usually dynamic job information such as an arrival time, a release time, a due date time, a size

ofjob and a job requirement of number Processing Elements (PEs).

Q class GridletInfo: this class represents the job into the real job during operation the

simulation. Since the real job information might change between }obSubmissionSystem and

MetaScheduler entities. It stores various information of real job such as an expected tardiness

time of each real job in selected grid resource, an expected finish time of each real job in

selected grid resource.

(j) class ResourceInfo: this class is implemented in order to store or prepare dynamic

information of each resource for making scheduling decision in MetaScheduler entity. That is,

it provides several methods to calculate various dynamic information values based on the

currently collecting knowledge of each grid resource status, for example expected makes pan

time and the expected total tardiness time of each grid resource.

@The relationship among a machinesGroupByFuzzyCMeans, ajobsGroupByFuzzyCMeans

and another classes: these are showed the entities relationship each other. Once the simulation

is started and the grid resources are registered in the grid system. After that, the users are able

to submit the jobs to the grid system. Before each arrival job from grid users is assigned to

appropriate grid resource, machinesGroupByFuzzyCMeans entity is created new instance by

applying clusterMachineBasedOnPerformance method in order to arrange the groups of each

grid resource. Each collected grid resource information for calculating the groups in

machinesGroupByFuzzyCMeans entity, the information such as a set of machine in grid

resource (Host/D), the speed of processing (CPU speed) of machine (MIPS), the comparison

between the current expected time complete of the grid system and mth machine (Weight) and

an amount of free CPU in mth machine (FreePEsm) are maintained by the dataSetMachines

entity. Within machinesGroupByFuzzyCMeans entity, the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm

is proposed by using the gathering information in dataSetMachines entity.

In computeFuzzyCMeans method, is implemented to maintain the FCM algorithm. By

all algorithms shown in algorithm [29], can be described in the following classes and

methods:

• computeCenterVectors method is the algorithm, in which is implemented for

calculating the initial value of a cluster center.

• distanceBetweenTwoObjects method is the algorithm, in which is implemented for

determining the distance between two objects' feature vectors.

• updateMembershipDegree method is the algorithm, in which is implemented for

updating a objects x's membership degree in the ith cluster.
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• distancePartition method is the algorithm, in which is implemented to calculate the

distance between two partitions.

Finally, the groups of each grid resource are created and its infonnation is gathered

by applying clusterGroupMachines entity, while a getClusterMachinesResults method

provides the groups infonnation of machines to MetaScheduler entity that is above calculated.

Similarly, jobsGroupByFuzzyCMeans entity also applies the Fuzzy C-Means algorithm to

calculate the groups of the jobs. Additionally, the jobs information such as a number of arrival

job in the grid system (JobJD), the job jth owner (UserJD), the processing requirement of job

jth in the fonn of Million Instructions (Mf) (Lengthlob), the number of processors (CPU) is

required by job jth (Num.JobPEs) are applied to calculate within jobsGroupByFuzzyCMeans

entity. Eventually, getClusterJobsResults method provides the groups information of jobs to

MetaScheduler entity.

Algorilhm lI29}: Fuzzy C-MCl:Ins (FCM)

Slq'll: lnit~hzethc:ml:nJhtnhipmatrix U~nd llO)

Step 2, At k.step: calculate the centers vectors C("~[vJ with (JW

f,tu,ix,
v=~

J flp,)'
",

Step 3: Get the new distance:

,1,-11',·')1. \I, '/,Z, ... ,N, \I J '1,2,,,(',

Step 4: Update the Fuzzy partition matrix (Update if) , iI'+l~

If d'j l' 0 (m~~, X. * Vi)

Ulj = t[dij)~
k..1 dr.

Else J.1,i = I

Step 5 If maxllif+1) . ilk)11 < E: then STOP; otherwise return to step 2.

C0 The relationship among a scheduleACO, AntGraph, AntColony4Grid, Ant4Grid,

AntColony and Ant classes: Once the starting to make scheduling decision by applying ACO

algorithm in MetaScheduler entity, a scheduleACO entity is created a new instance by using

addToScheduleACO method. From referring to the paper in [14, 15], Ant Colony System

(ACS) algorithm has been introduced, the foraging behavior of artificial ants colony to

cooperate in finding good solutions for difficult optimization problems on graphs similar to

the Travel Salesman Problem. In [16], is main framework of Ant Colony System that is

extended to play with this simulation. By all algorithms and entities can be described in the

following classes and methods:

• scheduleACO class is implemented to maintain the ACO algorithm, eventually, each

(the proper machine, job) pair is added to Global queue. In initAntGraph method,

constructs the graph of the expected time complete of job on machine, as shown in Fig

4. Additionally, it also creates a new instance of AntGraph class in order to maintain the

features of a graph.
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Fig 4: Construction the graph of the expected time
complete ofjob on machine

Note that the expected execution time e;j ofjth job on ith machine mj is defined as the

amount of execution time of ith job taken by ith machine mj, in which ith machine mj

has no load during ith job is assigned. The expected completion time (ETCij) represents

the expected time complete of jth job on ith machine m;, is defined as the wall-clock

time at which ith machine mj completes jth job after having finished any previously

assigned jobs. Therefore, ETCij = bj + ey ; b} represents the beginning time ofjth job.

• AntGraph class is implemented in order to maintain realize the features of a graph for

Ant Colony System, that is, provides the methods to update the values, for example

heuristic information ('lli,m), the pheromone trails (rli,m). Besides, resetTau method

calculates the pheromone initialization by applying predictMinMakeSpanTime method.

In realize ants, they work really in parallel access asynchronously and unpredictably to

the graph. In order to handle the concurrent ant access to write or read at the same time,

consequently, AntGraph entity are implemented in form a synchronization by using the

synchronized mechanism ofjava language.

• Ant class is implemented in order to generate artificial ant behaviour. Under the

mechanism, each ant works in its own thread in parallel with all others giving to ACO

the parallelism shown by actual ant colonies. In this class, the abstract methods like

stateTransitionRule, localUpdatingRule, compare, and end are implemented and

extended into Ant4Grid class. The other methods and data members in this class, for

example initO, startO, runO,m_nCurNode, m_nStartNode. and etc. are used internally

to perform the activity of the ant.

• AntColony class is implemented in order to generate an Ant Colony behaviour. In

abstract methods, createAnts and globalUpdatingRule are implemented and extended

into AntColony4Grid class. As createAnts method, creates the new instances of the Ant

class that walk on the edges of the graph. The other methods and data members in this

class, for example startO, iterationO, m_ants, and etc. are used internally to perform the

activity of the whole ant colony.
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• AntColony4Grid class inherited from AntColony class is implemented in order to

generate amount of ant into its colony that each ant walks on the edges of the graph

(createAnts method). Additionally, it also applies GlobalUpdatingRule method for

updating the pheromones deposited on the arcs when an ant ends it trip.

Ant4Grid class inherited from Ant class is implemented in order to maintain a State Transition

Rule, that is, brings the artificial ant from a node to another across an arc. As Local Updating

Rule, also is performed by using localUpdatingRule method, it is used to update the

pheromone deposited on the arcs when an ant end its trip.
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Fig 3. A class. diagram shOWIng the relationship In UMl among GndSlm. MetaScheduler and other entitles
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4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The experimental simulation is designed and implemented based on Grid simulation

architecture described in section 3. The experiment is performed on Intel Pentium 4 2.6GHz

machine with 640 MB RAM. The experimentation is differently setup of the computation

workload of the job and it is shown in Table 1, and the different resource is shown in Table II.

Table I: Jobs workload attributes

Parameters Values Notations
Total number of job 3,000
Length of a job 1,000 - 5,000 MI
Arrival time 0-20,000 Uniform

--
distribution distribution
Number of CPUs 1-4 CPUs Processing
requirement Elements

(PEs)

Table II:'The Grid resources attributed

Parameters Values Notations
Total number of 10 - 20 machines
resource

"---------------
Speed of CPU 50·200 MIPS
bandwidth 10 Mbit
Number of CPUs 1-4 CPUs Processing
each machine Elements

(PEs)

In Fig 4, had shown the results of comparison between FCFS, MCT, Mil)-Min and

ACO algorithms, the results are clear that the tardiness time based on the number of available

machines in the Grid system. Although the ACO algorithm is good when was compared with

the basic algorithms but it still had not good enough when compared with MCT and Min-Min

dispatching rules that could be able to perform the sub-optimal scheduling job in value of the

objective function, where the MCT and Min-Min accounted for less than 63%of the total

make-span time in the average, when compared with ACO. ACO performed whenever every

ten new jobs arrived to the system. On the other hand, the results had been shown in Fig 5, an

FCFS algorithm performed much faster than the other scheduler algorithms because it

basically performed the calculation before the job was assigned to a resource, as, the

calculation time of MCT, Min-Min and ACO were much consumed the resource. In Fig. 6,

had shown the percentage of the utilization in Grid environment, the best value was ACO. As,

reFS lower value than the other algorithms. Fig. 7, had show total tardiness time. Make-span

time reflects demands of administrator on maximizing resource usage and throughput of all

the system. On the other hand, total tardiness focuses on the demand of Grid user.
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5. CONCLUSION

This paper investigates the job online scheduling algorithm in grid environments like as an

optimization problem. The solution is developed based on an Adaptive intelligent scheduling

system to find a proper resource allocation on each processing job. Moreover, the popular

GridSim toolkit for grid simulation is implemented and an Adaptive intelligent scheduling

system is capable to play with the simulation.

In the study, the algorithm is designed within dynamic CPUs load, in which the

natural grid usually occur different load of CPUs from time to time. To addition, this paper

makes effort to design probably adaptive algorithm based on multiple objective of different

stakeholder, for example makespan time, average waiting time and grid efficiency

6. FUTURE WORK

The future work will show the comparison with tradition algorithm FCFS for example and

another heuristics such as MCT, Climbing Search, Simulated Annealing and Tabu search.

Moreover, to show the evaluation of scheduling algorithms, in which this algorithm' will

probably get good enough results.
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